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Abstract

Uranium is exploited in the deposit Strli pod Ralskem-Hamr since 1968. During all the time two mining
methods have existed side by side — the deep mining and the "in situ leaching" technology using the sulphuric acid.
The uranium mining culminated in the second half of 1980s in the deposit. Higher concentrations of radon is expected
in the uranium mining area. It is caused for one thing by higher content of the mother elements in the crust of the
earth, for another by the various mining and reprocessing processes. To evaluate a radon exposure in the Straz-Hamr
area an analysis of radon distribution was worked out. The analysis was prepared in 1986 in the mining company
Uranove doly Hamr (now DIAMO s.p.) and it described dispersion of radon emitted to the air in connection with the
mining activities. The sources of radon could be divided into two groups — area sources (leaching fields, ore depots,
water basins) and point sources (stacks, ventilation boreholes, ventilators). This paper describes the methodology of
the radon dispersion calculation, based on the stationary Gaussian model of dispersion of the gaseous contaminants
from the point source. Modification of the methodology for the area sources and extension for the radioactive decay
are also presented. Results of the calculations are represented graphically in the contour maps of the ground-level
concentrations of radon and an assessment of the doses for the critical group is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Relating to the development of the uranium mining in the North Bohemia (Fig. 1) and to the
construction of necessary technological facilities the demand for an evaluation of radon emission in
Straz-Hamr mining area was formed in the half of the 80s. At that time there were neither sufficient
measurement devices for measurement of radon emission from surface unit of the area sources nor
the methodology of calculation of radon dispersion from the different types of sources.

For evaluation of radon emission a methodology was developed. The methodology with small
changes, resulting from greater performance of the used computers and high precision of the
measurement, is still used. This methodology was used in our company for the first time in 1986. The
results showed, that in the area the limits for population are not exceeded. An evaluation of the
individual sources influence gave the possibility to improve a situation and the possibilities were
realized in sequence. During the next period a radiation impact on population was slightly decreasing,
even though the area of the leaching fields was still enlarging and the volume of cleaned mining water
was increasing. Presented situation is the state of maximum impact on the atmosphere in the region
by radon emission from the uranium mining.

2. THE SOURCES OF RADON IN THE AREA HAMR-STRAZ

An intensity of radon emission from technological sources is usually many times higher then
natural emanation from soil or water. High number of the sources was in the uranium mining area
Hamr-Straz in time of the most intensive mining activity, i.e. in the second half of the 80's.
Calculation of the radon distribution using measured values in the sources seemed to be an optimum
possibility how to get information on impact of radon and daughters in the area.

From the point of view of distribution calculations it is possible to split these sources into two
classes — point sources and area sources. In the first class there were ventilating stations of the deep
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mines, individual ventilating boreholes, the chemical recovery plant ventilation and ventilating flue
of the central decontamination station (CDS). In the class of the area sources there were the uranium
ore depots, the tailing dumps, the sedimentation reservoirs of the mining water cleaning system and
the waste pond of the chemical recovery plant. System of the production wells of the chemical
leaching plant was considered as an area source — about 2400 of wells were replaced by system of
the area sources (Fig.2). The point sources were the elevated sources with forced flow of the air only,
the area sources were on the one hand the elevated sources on the other hand the sources with zero
height (water reservoirs).

The chemical leaching mine has specific position among the radon sources. In 1986, when
the radon distribution was evaluated, the chemical mine had an area of 3.63 km2 and very broken
shape. The area was covered with circular sources so that the shape would be respect as much as
possible. It means to cover it completely, with minimum duplicity and with uniform density of
measured wells. Result values of radon emission from these sources were calculated from several
hundreds of measured wells.

A complete list of radon emission in the Hamr-Straz area is shown in Table I and in map
(Fig.3). In calculation there were used 7 point sources, 10 real area sources and 9 circular area
sources, which represented the production wells of chemical leaching mine. A region of interest had
an area of 240 km2, about 40 km2 was lying above the uranium deposits. Table I shows, that radon
emission from technological sources was more then two times higher then from natural sources. Total
emission of radon in the region was 12.9.106 Bq/s, i.e. 4.1.1014 Bq/year.

There are two towns in the area of interest — Straz pod Ralskem, where the head office of
the mining company is located and where in the second half of the 80s lived about 4 thousands, of
inhabitants and almost 2.5 thousands, of uranium workers, and Mimon with 7.5 thousands, of
inhabitants. Several small villages are situated in the centre of the uranium mining area (Hamr na
Jezere).

3. THE DISPERSION FUNCTION

The dispersion of radon from the point and area sources is solved by different way, although
the basic dispersion function is the same in both cases.

For calculation of radon dispersion from technological sources the well-known Sutton's
method was used. This method is used in Czech republic officially by the Czech hydrometeorological
institute [1]. This method comes from the diffusion equation based on application of the statistical
theory of the turbulent diffusion, describing dispersion of a pollutant from a continual source in
homogenous stationary atmosphere. The equation for pollutant dispersion is based on the Gaussian
normal distribution, where in the downwind direction a transport predominates a diffusion. The
methodology is relevant for computing of air pollution with gaseous exhalations from the continual
elevated point sources.

For the receptor with coordinates (x,y,x) and for the source with coordinates (x',y',z') the
dispersion function R is

R (*-*', y-y', z-z)-7*1 =
2 unoyay

• exp
(y-y)2Az-zf (D

where «is wind speed (m.s1), <?y, ffzare dispersion coefficients dependent on the distance from
the source and on the atmosphere stability. Regarding to the relatively flat surface, comparing with
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FIG. 1. Localization of the Strdi Block in the Czech Republic.



distances of the sources and the settlements in the area, the flat terrain was used in calculation. The
z' coordinate was replaced by the effective height of the source, the ground-level activity was
calculated (z = 0) and the term describing a reflect was added to the dispersion function.

The dispersion function is then given by

R (x-x1, y-y', z~z) = • exp
(y-yf

2
• exp (2)

Scale 1:20000

FIG. 2. Substitution of the chemical leaching mine wells system with 9 circular area sources of a
radius of 500m.
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For calculation of the radon dispersion the decay term fR(t) = e('Xl> with the decay constant X
= 2.006.10"6 s'was added to the general function.

TABLE I. LIST OF THE RADON SOURCES IN THE HAMR-STRAZ AREA

S o u r c e

1. ventilation of the mine DH1

2. ventilation of the mine DK

3. ventilating well W - 2

4. ventilating well W - 8

5. ventilating well W-13

6. ventilating system of CHRP

7. Central Decontamin. Station

sum of the point sources

8. ore depot DH1

9. ore depot DK1

10. ore depot CHRP

11. tail dump DH1/1

12. tail dump DH1/3

13. tail dump DK1

14. waste pond CHP

15. reservoir Pusty

16. reservoir DK1

17. reservoir Jestedka

18.-26. chemical mine

sum of the area sources

sum of the technocal sources

background above the deposit

background the Straz block

sum of the natural sources

T O T A L

2,184

0,406

0,189

0,320

0,015

1,875

1,319

6,308

0,559

0.333

0.266

0,004

0,007

0,005

0,109

0,042

0,002

0,010

1,162

2,99

8,807

1,120

2,960

4,080

12,887

Emission of radon

immediate total
106 Bq/s 10u Bq/y

1,989

0,788

2,77

0,353

0,933

1,286

4,063
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FIG. 3. Model area - situation, point sources
(1-7) and area sources (8-26) of radon.



4. AN AREA SOURCE

In general the volume activity of radon at point (x,y,z) is given by

av(x, y, z) = ffv (xl, y\ z) R (*-*', y-y1, z-z) fR dx'dy', (3)

where V is emission rate at the point (x',y',z') of the source (Bq/m2/s), R is dispersion
function andfR is decay function.

For circular source with radius r, with constant area intensity of emission V, with the
dispersion function (2) and with the origin of the coordinate system at the centre of the source the
volume activity is given by

av =
2V 1

1.2-n+m,,

exp

e x p n
fRdy'ch

y-y'f
,2-n+2m.

(4)

where ay, az were replaced by fc, . 2m . (x-x')1"^2 + ™ for / = y,z. The constants *-,-, n, mi are
dependent on atmosphere stability.

If the substitution a=l-n/2Jrmy, b=l-n/2+mz is used, then

ajx, y) = F (x, y) , (5)

where
and

<t> («) = — f exp (-t2) dt (7)

is probability function.

F(x, v) = /

-My-
ky(x-x)a

(x-x)b (6)

The integral F(x,y) is possible to solve only numerically and for the computer calculation the
algorithm for numerical integration have been prepared.
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5. Results of calculations

As a receptors for calculation of expected volume activities were chosen both the nearest
residences where greater emission of radon could be expected, and the nearest larger residential zones
(Mimon). These points were chosen with consideration of locations of the radon sources in the area
and of the character of the settlement of the area. Greater attention was then given to villages Hamr
n.J. and Straz p.R., which are situated in the centre of the observed area. The background value was
not included into calculation and therefore all calculated values represent an increase of volume
activity of radon from technological sources.

There is a brief list of the results shown in Table II. It is only a summary of the most
important results of the large set of output files. Seeming clash between columns 1 and 4 in Table II
is caused by different meaning of both values - the maximum value a^s the most unfavourable
situation, which could happen in the given place regardless of its probability. Number of hours of
exceeding of certain value is calculated from real wind rose for given area and therefore it
corresponds with relative frequency of the direction and the speed of wind during the different
atmospheric situations.

Watching results, we can see that the highest values were reached in Hamr n.J. whose
population can be therefore considered as a critical group of population. In 1986 there lived 110
inhabitants in Hamr n.J., 26 children and 84 adults.

The average volume activity from technological sources in Hamr n.J. (5.73 Bq/m3) was of
the same order as presupposed values of the background level — average worldwide ground-level
volume activity of radon on surface is 7.4 Bq/m3 [2], in Czech Republic it is 5.5 Bq/m3 [3] — and
it was here influenced by the fact, that Hamr n.J. is situated right above the deposit. Total exposure
per year of the population of Hamr n.J. is calculated from this average volume activity. The value
1.45 x 109 MeV represents 18 per cent of the year limit of inhalation per individual. This outcome
is actually slightly lower, because except the case of the atmospherical inversion there is never
reached the balance of radon and its decay products in the location of inhalation because of short
transport distance between the source and the receptor.

TABLE n. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The maximum and average volume activity of radon per year, the numbers of the sources with
maximum addition to the maximum activity and numbers of hours per year with activity in the
different classes.

Town/
village

Hamr n.J.

Utechovice

Bfevniste

Dubnice

Zibfidice

Straz p. R.

L. Kundratice

Mimon

1
max. a
Bq/m3

111.7

71.7

82.9

83.2

54.8

52.4

50.0

26.0

2
avr.a
Bq/m3

5.73

2.78

3.62

1.89

1.11

3.25

1.05

0.56

3
no. of
source

8

8

8

8

1

10

1

6

4
hours

> 29 Bq/m3

401

141

278

55

18

95

0

0

5
hours

< 1 Bq/m3

4963

5529

6183

6409

7158

5353

6995

7805
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The value of cca 29 Bq/m3 would correspond with the limit income per year (according to
the regulations of former CSSR). Although maximum reachable value was 111.7 Bq/m3 in Hamr,
value 29 Bq/m3 would be exceeded only during 401 hours per year. In the other hand, volume activity
during 4960 hours would be lower than 1 Bq/m3.

Despite the fact that point sources with high emission values (ventilation stations, ventilation
system of CDS, ventilating wells) were to be found in close range of Hamr, from the emission point
of view the influence of ore depot DH1 was the greatest. The most decisive factor against the point
sources was low elevation of this area source over terrain.

The area sources (especially ore depot DH1) were the most decisive within the area. The point
sources with higher emission values and greater height were manifested more on the boundary
(Zibridice, Mimon, L. Kundratice). Result volume activities of radon were much lower in these cases
than presupposed background and were so low that calculations of dispersion for larger and more
distant (more than 30 km) residential areas as Liberec or C.Lipa proved as useless.

Figures 4 and 5 show the isolines maps of average and of maximum volume activity of
emitted radon from the technological sources.

6. NEXT PROGRESS IN THE AREA

The supply of exploited and non-processed ore was gradually decreased to unnecessary
technological minimum because of the results of these calculations. Area of the leaching fields was
increasing at the same time until it reached final 6.2 km2. This happened with the low increase of
circulated volume of solutions. The cleaning station of acid mining waters was also built. This plant
is as well the source of radon. Total emissions of radon therefore stayed on the same level in years
1986-1991, but impact on population was decreased as a result of the reduction of the most risk
sources.

The radical decrease of the uranium mining in the area was started in 1992. The deep mine
Krizany is already liquidated and technological emissions of radon (except the unimportant addition
of tail dump) are completely over. There is only a cementation of the shaft and corridors in the deep
mine Hamr. As a result of the reduction of the ventilated area of the mining field the emissions from
the mine were decreased. Emissions from the cleaning of the mining waters are still without changes.
Supply of the exploited ore were processed and the chemical recovery plant finished its work. The
number of the active wells and the amount of the circulated solutions and therefore amount of the
emissions was lessened in the chemical mining. The total level of the technological emissions of radon
till year 1995 was decreased by 50%.

The next important change will take place around year 2000 when liquidation and flooding
of the mine Hamr stop. Only remediation works will be done in the area — covering of the waste
pond of the chemical recovery plant and liquidation of the remaining technological solutions in the
Straz deposit. Remediation of the Straz deposit will last around 30 years. The solutions will be
pumped out onto surface, where contaminants would be separated. It is important to count with
emissions of radon in the range from 0.5 to 1.5 x 106 Bq/s in dependence on changing volume of
pumped out solutions during all this time.
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FIG. 4. Isolines of average (per year) volume activity of emitted radon from the technological sources
in Bq/m3.
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FIG. 5. Isolines of maximum volume activity of emitted radon from the technological sources in
Bq/m3.



7. CONCLUSIONS

1. The technological emissions of radon were cca 8 times greater than the natural background
above the area of the deposit in the period of the maximum progress of the uranium mining
in the area of Straz and Hamr.

2. The limits of the allowed impact on the population were not exceeded in the area. The impact
on the critical group of the population of Hamr n.J. reached 30% of the limit.

3. Emissions of radon from the chemical mining represented only 20% of the emissions from
the deep mining with the comparable production of uranium.

4. In these days the liquidation of the mining takes place. Emissions of radon are roughly the
half of the presented maximum state and are still decreasing.

5. Technical emissions will be lessened to the level of the background above the deposit after
the liquidation of the deep mine in the period of remediation of the chemical mine (years
2000-2030) is finished.
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